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15th affair

James Patterson 
trade paperback

Detective Lindsay Boxer has everything she  

could possibly want. But all that could change  

in an instant.

Lindsay is called to a crime scene at the  

Four Seasons Hotel. There is a dead man in  

one of the rooms, shot at close range.

In the room next door are a dead young  

man and woman, also shot. And in the utilities 

cupboard down the hall is the dead body of  

a house maid. The murders are all clearly linked 

and professionally executed. But what is the 

motive behind it all? Lindsay will need to risk 

everything she has to find out.

Blue

Danielle Steel 
trade paperback

Ginny Carter’s life is falling apart when she meets 

a boy who will change it forever.

The two form an unusual bond and become the 

family they each lost. But she learns he has been 

hiding a shocking secret and Ginny wonders if 

she can help Blue to feel whole again, and at the 

same time heal herself.

the Girl Who caMe Back

Susan lewis 
trade paperback

Jules Bright gets the news she’s feared for 

the last three years. Amelia Quentin is being 

released from prison.

Jules’s life is very different now to the  

one she’d known before Amelia shattered it 

completely. Knowing the girl is coming back 

she needs to decide what to do. Friends and 

family gather round, fearing for Jules’s safety. 

They know that justice was never served;  

every one of them wants to make the Quentin 

girl pay. 

The question is, what will Jules do; and 

which of them – her or Amelia – has the most 

to fear?

orPhan X

Gregg hurwitz 
trade paperback

‘Do you need my help?’

It was always the first question he asked. They called 

him when they had nowhere else to turn.

As a boy he was taken from an orphanage, then 

raised and trained. As part of a top-secret programme, 

he was sent out to do the things his government denied 

any knowledge of.

Then he broke with the programme, using everything 

he’d learned to disappear. He wanted to help the  

desperate and deserving.

But now someone’s on his tail. Someone who has 

issues with his past. Someone who knows he was once 

known simply as Orphan X.
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for fabulous prizes and regular updates on 
authors and events.
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the autoMoBile cluB of eGyPt

alaa al aswany 
trade paperback

Inside the walls of the Automobile Club of 

Egypt two very different worlds collide – Cairo’s 

European elite and the Egyptian staff who wait 

on them. The servants, a squabbling, humorous 

and deeply human group, live in a perpetual state 

of fear under the tyrannical rule of Alku. When 

Abd el-Aziz Gaafar becomes the target of Alku’s 

cruelty and his pride gets the better of him,  

a devastating act sends ripples through his family. 

Soon,the Gaafars are drawn into the turbulent 

politics of the club and servants and masters are 

subsumed by Egypt’s social upheaval. 

the ProPhetS of eternal fJorD

kim leine 
trade paperback

Idealistic, misguided Morten Falck is a newly 

ordained priest sailing to Greenland in 1787  

to convert the Inuit to the Danish church.  

A rugged outpost battered by harsh winters, 

Sukkertoppen is overshadowed by the threat 

of dissent; natives from neighboring villages 

have united to reject Danish rule and establish 

their own settlement atop Eternal Fjord.

As Falck becomes involved with those in his 

care – his ambitious catechist, a lonely trader’s 

wife, and a fatalistic widow he comes to love  

– his faith and reputation are dangerously 

called into question.

for the MoSt Beautiful

emily hauser 
trade paperback

In this startlingly original and thrillingly imagined 

debut, a brilliant new voice reveals the untold 

story behind  the Trojan war: the princess and the 

slave who undid Achilles and fought to save Troy…

Perfect for fans of Tracy Chevalier’s The Girl 

with the Pearl Earring and Jessie Burton’s  

The Miniaturist.

My naMe iS lucy Barton

elizabeth Strout 
Hardcover

A mother comes to visit her daughter in  

hospital after having not seen her in many 

years. Her unexpected visit forces Lucy to 

confront her past, uncovering long-buried 

memories of a profoundly impoverished 

childhood; and her present, as the façade of 

her new life in New York begins to crumble, 

awakening her to the reality of her faltering 

marriage and her unsteady journey towards 

becoming a writer. 

From Lucy’s hospital bed, we are drawn 

ever more deeply into the emotional  

complexity of family life, the inescapable 

power of the past, and the memories –  

however painful – that bind a family together.

the SWanS of fifth avenue

Melanie Benjamin 
Hardcover

The New York Times bestselling author of  

The Aviator’s Wife returns with a triumphant new 

novel about New York’s “Swans” of the 1950s 

— and the scandalous, headline-making, and 

enthralling friendship between literary legend  

Truman Capote and peerless socialite Babe Paley.

The Swans of Fifth Avenue will seduce and  

startle readers as it opens the door onto one  

of America’s most sumptuous eras. 

i aM no one

Patrick flanery 
trade paperback

Set in the post-Snowden era of creeping  

surveillance of ordinary citizens and everyday 

life, I Am No One explores how a world without 

privacy is a world without freedom of expression.

MakinG it uP aS i Go alonG

Marian keyes 
trade paperback

A hilarious collection of Marian’s hilarious and 

heartfelt observations on modern life, love 

and much, much else besides. Such as? you 

ask. Well, how about her guide to breaking up 

with your hairdresser. The warning she has for 

us all after a particularly traumatic fling with 

fake tan. Not to mention the very best lies to 

tell if you find yourself on an Antarctic cruise.

You’ll be wincing in recognition and  

won’t be able to stop laughing at the sheer 

delightful absurdity that is modern life –  

because each and every one of us is  

clearly making it up as we go along.

a SuMMer at Sea

katie fforde 
trade paperback

Emily is happy with her life just as it is and she 

enjoys living on her own as a single woman. 

But she also feels it’s time for a change and a 

spot of some sea air. 

So when her best friend Rebecca asks 

whether she’d like to spend the summer 

cooking on a ‘puffer’ boat just off the Scottish 

coast, she jumps at the chance.

Rebecca is heavily pregnant and is thrilled 

to have her friend on board doing most of the 

work. And then there’s Alasdair, the handsome 

local doctor who Emily is desperately trying 

not to notice. 

Because if she falls in love with him, as  

he appears to be falling for her, will she  

ever want her old life back again?
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the GooD liar

nicholas Searle 
trade paperback

This is a life told back to front.

This is a man who has lied all his life.

Roy is a conman living in a small English 

town, about to pull off his final con. He is  

going to meet and woo a beautiful woman and  

slip away with her life savings. But who is the 

man behind the con? 

What has he had to do to survive a life of lies?

And who has had to pay the price?


